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Duty factor DF -the proportion of a stride a foot is in contact with the ground -is of fundamental 24 mechanical importance, and is often viewed as a defining kinematic parameter distinguishing 25 walking (DF>0.5) from running (DF<0.5). However, the mechanical and/or physiological 26 considerations that determine duty factor are not well understood. Here, a model is proposed that 27 focuses on the interaction between mechanical and muscle costs to account for duty factor in 28 human gaits. It minimizes the activation costs associated with mechanical work or power demand 29 during muscle contraction (whichever is the more demanding). Empirical observations match model 30 predictions using initial muscle parameters over a range of speeds within gaits. However, a better 31 match is achieved -and a better account for the walk-run transition -with tuned muscle 32
parameters. The tuned model is validated with responses in duty factor to walking at a range of 33 imposed, unnatural step frequencies. 
Introduction 39
A great deal of research has focused on energy expenditure in the area of human 40 locomotion. Much of this analysis has been related to the factors influencing the metabolic cost of 41 transport (metabolic cost per distance travelled, Zarrugh et al., 1974) . It is well accepted that, under 42 free locomotion conditions, selected human gait patterns are consistent with minimum metabolic 43 cost (Sparrow and Newell, 1998; Alexander, 2002 Hubel and Usherwood (2015) propose that the fundamental requirements for muscle loading, 69 activation and therefore cost of locomotion are mechanical work and power during contraction, 70
given a limited capacity for a volume or mass of muscle to produce positive work and power. The 71 difference from previous approaches is that a 'cost of muscle force' is not included in its own right. 72
They assumed that only those forces that are required for the work and power demands are applied 73 to the muscle. This is based on the assumption that the Effective Mechanical Advantage or Gear 74
Ratio that relates Ground Reaction Forces to muscle forces can be appropriately tuned, in 75 evolutionary terms through bone and tendon geometry, or behaviourally through small adjustments 76 to posture with GRFs passing close to joint centers. Using extremely reductionist models, many 77 aspects of gait kinematics and kinetics have been found to scale with speed and size in a manner 78 that is consistent with minimising the muscle activation required for the more demanding between 79 mechanical work and power (Hubel and Usherwood, 2015) . This approach assumes that the 80 metabolic costs associated with activation dominate; that cross-bridge cycling costs to perform work 81 are negligible. This is clearly not applicable in cases where there are large net work demands -such 82 as in incline locomotion (e.g. Pontzer, 2016) . 83
Here, we expand the reductionist models to explore whether minimization of costs of 84 activation alone can account for, and predict, further aspects of human gait. Specifically, duty factor 85 (DF) -the ratio of foot contact duration with the ground to the total cycle -is of interest, not least 86 because it presents the kinematic boundary between walking (DF>0.5) and running (DF<0.5). 87
Computer optimization to find mechanical work-minimizing gaits -at least for a point-mass 88 reduction -finds walking at low speeds at a duty factor of exactly 0.5, and near-impulsive running, 89 with duty factors approaching zero (Srinivasan and Ruina, 2006 
Methods overview 99
Our approach is to calculate the mechanical implications of duty factor with simple models for 100 walking and running ground reaction forces ( fig. 1 ). Assumptions are required concerning 101 protraction (swing) timing; a couple of options are considered. From the model forces and dynamics, 102 mechanical work and power requirements are calculated, and their cost implications are determined 103 in terms of muscle activation demands. Activation cost surfaces (depending on speed and duty 104 factor) are initially calculated based on muscle properties assumed in previous studies (Hubel and  105 Usherwood, 2015), justified only as being 'empirically reasonable'. Subsequent analyses allow tuning 106 of muscle properties to best match kinematic observations; these are then validated against 107 measurements of walking at a range of unnatural, imposed step frequencies (step lengths). 108
Vertical ground reaction force model: walking 109
Model ground reaction forces acting along the limb for walking were determined from the 110 addition of two sine waves describing vertical ground reaction forces, largely following Alexander 111
and Jayes (1980) ( fig. 1A ). The amplitudes of the two sine waves can be derived analytically for a 112 given duty factor, leg length and velocity (Hubel and Usherwood, 2015) with the assumption that 113 midstance forces match those of a stiff-limbed vaulter (justified as being consistent with a pure 114 work-minimizing gait, and matching observation in adult humans over a range of speeds (Usherwood 115 et al., 2012)). Walking speeds are not achievable above a normalised velocity (V n =V·(L·g)
where V 116 is forward speed, L is limb length and g=9.81 ms -2 ) of 1: above this, midstance forces for a stiff-117 limbed vault fall below zero, and leg-tension would be required . 118
Vertical ground reaction force model: running 119
For running, the following kinematic data were used: time of flight and necessary take off 120 vertical velocity. The shape of the vertical ground reaction force curve was a half-sine wave 121 (Alexander and Jayes, 1980) Figure  131 2 shows model-derived work and power demands for self-selected walking and running at a range of 132 speeds, and compares these with empirical measurements derived through inverse dynamics. 133
Protraction assumptions 134
While the weight-specific amplitude and shape of model limb vertical ground reaction force 135 profiles are dependent on only duty factor (running) or duty factor, speed and leg length (walking), a 136 further input is required to determine their duration (and impulse). This is achieved with 137 assumptions concerning swing-leg (protraction) mechanics: we keep certain kinematic parameters 138 constant in an effort to make protraction costs constant in order to assess only the implications of 139 duty factor. Two assumptions are used; neither is expected to be completely valid, and their validity 140 may change systematically with speed and/or gait. 141
Protraction assumption alternative 1: constant swing time T sw (for a given speed). With this 142 assumption, with increasing DF, step length and stance time increase too, but step frequency 143 decreases. It suggests approximately constant effort for swinging the leg actively forwards (though 144 not entirely as the angle swept during protraction does not remain constant). This assumption is 145 possibly most appropriate in running due to the very active protraction (e.g. Weyand et al., 2000) . 146
Protraction assumption alternative 2: constant step frequency F (for a given speed). With this 147 assumption, with increasing DF, step length remains constant, stance time increases and swing time 148
decreases. This assumption may be appropriate if aspects of both stance and swing leg mechanics 149 are dominated by passive, gravity-driven motions (more likely in walking). 150
The values of the held-constant parameters are determined as a function of speed from 151 regression equations taken from natural overground walking of our subjects: 152
• walking: T sw =0. . 154
Generation of model parameter space 155
With the above model assumptions, the ground reaction forces, instantaneous power and the 156 amount of positive mechanical work done can be calculated over a step. Numerical simulations were 157 performed with normalized velocity 0.07-1.0 for walking and 0.25-2.6 for running (step 0.001) and 158 with duty factor 0.505-0.75 for walking and 0.1-0.495 for running (step 0.0025); this bounds all 159 experimental data. Simulation results are clearly not valid for all possible combinations of DF-V n . We 160 assumed a maximum step length (for walking) and stance length (for running) of double leg length. 161
Simulation results are also excluded (for very low speeds and large step lengths) for walking cases in 162 which the centre of mass (COM) height is not at the mid-point of the stance; gaits with periods of 163 negative horizontal velocity or limb tension were also excluded. 
where 169
and P* and W* are muscle properties, described in next paragraph. Note that the power term is not 171 cyclic or net-mean power; rather, it relates to the mean power demanded during the period of 172 positive mechanical power -assumed to be during concentric muscle contraction (decoupling of 173 these two periods by elastic mechanisms is assumed small and is neglected here). 174
Initial assumed muscle properties 175
The cost of muscle activation following Hubel and Usherwood (2015) 
Power, work and muscle activation cost surfaces 210
Model cost surfaces are shown for a range of cost functions, with the two alternative protraction 211 timing assumptions (fig. 3) . The three cost functions modelled are: positive work (J/(kg bm ·m)) and 212 mean power (W/(kg bm ·m)) during concentric contraction; and the function we propose as relating 213
closely to a metabolic cost function: the cost of muscle activation (kg am /(kg bm ·m)), required from the 214 more demanding between power and work (eq. 2). 215
Optimum DF for cost of transport based on positive work demand (CT W ) at each velocity is 216 similar for both gaits and both protraction models ( fig. 3-A1, B1 ). The same is true for costs based on 217 mean positive power demand (CT P ) ( fig. 3-A2, B2 ). However, simulations with constant frequency 218 ( fig. 3B ) predict an optimum area somewhat closer to empirical DF. With initial assumed muscle 219
properties (W*, P*), cost of transport, expressed as a muscle activation cost per distance per body 220 mass (CT), is dominated by work demands during walking (CT walk =CT Wwalk ; fig. 3 -A3, B3), and a 221 reasonable relationship (albeit with some offset) is predicted between speed and duty factor. 222
Optimal CT for running ( fig. 3-A3, B3 ) is consistent with the work demand (CT Wrun ) for low 223 speeds, before a transition area where 'cost of work' and 'cost of power' surfaces cross (at points 224 that match neither of their minimum values). From higher speed to the end of the range, power 225 demand costs (CT Prun ) were predicted to dominate. The predicted transition between work and 226 power demand occurs at lower running speed with the constant swing time model (around 0.55 V n 227 vs 0.9 V n for constant F model). At high velocities (above 1.4 V n ) both models predict the same value 228 of DF for minimum cost of transport. 229
Comparison of model and inverse dynamic -derived 'activation cost of transport' 230
Not only is the value of DF for a minimum of transport cost ( fig. 3) The presented results (specifically, fig. 3 ) provide support that the proposed muscle 238 activation cost model relating to the demands of work and concentric contraction power provides a 239 good account for the selection of duty factor with speed within both walking and running gaits. The 240 current approach is based on a number of extreme assumptions. It assumes that the key muscle 241
properties -W* and P* -are constant, and are in no way gait or speed dependent. Further, the 242 initial values of these parameters -50 J/kg and 500 W/kg, leading to a work: power ratio of 0.1s -243 are justified only as being 'empirically reasonable'. Despite this, a good prediction of duty factor is 244 made throughout the range of speeds of walking and running. 245
Protraction models 246
The protraction models here are intended as two reasonable options for keeping the costs 247 associated with swinging the leg forward each step approximately constant, enabling the focus of 248 the modelling to be on the consequences of stance parameters on activation costs. The two 249 protraction assumptions give similar simulation predictions, indicating that, while neither 250 assumption necessarily succeeds in making swing costs exactly constant, the model predictions are 251 not highly sensitive to this issue. 252
Accounting for deviations from model predictions 253
The model predictions of duty factor are imperfect (slightly more or less so, depending on which 254 protraction model is adopted), and the relative height of the walking and running surfaces are not 255 satisfactory: walking is predicted to be less costly than running over the entire available speed range 256 (Fig. 4c) , including speeds well above the preferred walk-run transition and cross-over of reported 257 metabolic cost of transports. This may be attributed -within the context of the proposed model -to 258 two issues. The first is that the derivations of mP cc , the mean power during concentric contraction, 259 may not be exactly comparable between walking and running due to their contrasting power 260 profiles. The second is the assumption that the muscle properties are constant across gaits. Many 261 details of the very different loading regimes of walking and running might well be expected to result 262 in different muscle specific work and, especially, power capacities due, for instance, to recruitment 263 of different ratios of muscle fibre types. Numerous other factors may account for deviation, from 264 details of swing-leg mechanics to the numerous levels of additional complexity required for full 265 consideration of both mechanics and muscle physiology. However, we proceed here by making small 266 adjustments to the current model: namely, we tune the concentric contraction power capacity P* 267 parameter in order to provide the closest fit to empirically measured duty factors within walking and 268 running separately (maintaining E* at 50J/kg). Cost surfaces are shown (Fig. 5a,b) with P* tuned for 269 each protraction model. Best-tuned conditions for walking are found with the constant frequency 270 protraction assumption, and P* of 100W/kg; for running, the constant swing time protraction 271 assumption is more successful, with a P* of 410W/kg. With these muscle parameters, the cost 272 surfaces of walking raises with respect to running (compare Fig. 5c with Fig. 4b ), resulting in a 273 predicted walk-run transition speed based on activation cost minimization of 0.82 V n ; better than the 274 untuned model, but still somewhat high as the preferred transition speed is usually close to 0.70 V n .
275
A further prediction of the low power capacity found in walking is the dominance of activation costs 276 due to power over much of the speed range. 277
Validating the tuned model 278
It is not surprising that a model with parameters tuned from the empirical data would have a 279 better fit. For the model to have more than a descriptive value -to provide support that it 280 represents an underlying mechanism -requires it to be used in predicting responses to some novel 281 conditions. In order to achieve this, we model and measure responses to changes in step frequency 282 at a range of speeds, and compare the predicted and observed duty factors. 283
The experimental conditions were with a range of velocities (moderate, lower and higher than 284 moderate) and varied frequency (natural, lower and higher than natural) during overground walking. 285 We used a transmission belt made of rope with markers stretched over rollers and driven by an 286 electric motor to control locomotion velocity. Lower and higher frequencies were imposed by digital 287 metronome and all subjects (N=5, body mass 73.8±4.4 kg, leg length 0.966±0.05 m) had the same 288 conditions (velocities and non-natural frequencies). The results of model predictions (using tuned 289 muscle parameters, and with both protraction assumptions) are shown together on one frequency -290 duty factor plane ( fig. 6 ), by transforming the T sw model results (eq. 3) onto that same plane with: 291
Models using the two protraction assumptions predict optimum solutions close to each other, 293 with a little lower value of DF for the constant swing time assumption. Measurements of natural 294 walking (green markers, fig. 6 ) unsurprisingly agree with the earlier observations and the simulation 295 predictions using tuned muscle parameters. Responses to walking under non-natural conditions are 296 successfully predicted from the modelled minimum cost of transport. White markers indicate 297 measured duty factors for step frequencies lower, and red markers higher, than natural (figs. 6,7); 298 these fall within 1% (for low velocity, fig. 6A ) to 2.5% (for high velocity, fig. 6C ) of the predicted 299 minimum costs of transport. Prediction errors are comparable for the two models, but the constant 300 frequency protraction assumption provided a marginally better prediction for non-preferred 301 conditions. 302
303
Conclusion 304
Minimization of a highly reductionist but mechanistic energetic cost model based on the costs of 305 muscle activation due to mechanical work and power during contraction is broadly consistent with 306 the duty factors observed in walking and running over a range of speeds. Further, the model has a 307 successful predictive capacity in accounting for changes in walking duty factor under unnatural, high 308 and low step frequency conditions. These findings provide further support that muscle activation 309 during level locomotion may be the dominating cost, and that the ultimate demands for this 310 activation may be related to work and power demands. 311
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